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The primary paradox of Christianity
is that the ordinary condition of man
is not his sane or sensible condition;
that the normal itself is an
abnormality.
April 2014
C.K. Chesterton
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“Grace, Marvelous Grace”

Driving one of our granddaughters
to school observing approaching
clouds and ominous darkness
instigated a conversation about the
possibilities of a tornado from the
five-year-old passenger. She
expressed concern that we were
going to have a tornado and I
assured her that there was only
going to be lots of rain, but we
would be okay. The traffic was
congested that particular morning
and she sat quietly in the booster
chair staring out the window at the
cars and the clouds. There were two
white SUV’s beside us waiting for the
light to change to green when I
heard a new question:
“Gaga, where is your white car?”
“Well we traded it in for a new one,” I
replied. She asked again: “Where is
your white car?”
“I wanted to get your MiMi a new car.”
“Why?” she asked.

“It was getting old and it had to be fixed a
whole bunch of times and I did not think it
was safe for Mimi to drive anymore.”
There was a momentary pause in the
conversation; she was still staring out the
window. “Gaga, you have white hair?”
I wasn’t sure what she was thinking, but I
responded, “Do you want Mimi to sell me,
get some money and buy a new Gaga?”

The silence as we drove down the road
with the rain beginning to sprinkle upon
us and glances to the rearview mirror
reflected back that she was still looking
out the window and considering what I
had just asked her caused me to think
that I was asphyxiating in my own
words. My life was flashing before me
as I was drowning in a mental blankness
for an appropriate answer to what may
be a “yes.” Time was frozen, the car
was moving, and only the windshield
wipers made a sound.
At that moment I began to believe in
purgatory, that “baptism of fire” to
purge my sins and impurities. I can
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PRAISE IS NOT A TECHNIQUE FOR
BECOMING HEALTHY, but as C.S, Lewis
PREPARING FOR THE 25TH
said in his book Reflections in the Psalms, “I
ANNIVERSARY OF RESTORATION
VILLAGE HAS BEEN an ongoing endeavor had not noticed how the humblest, and at
the same time most balanced and
for months with planning and bringing
together all the needed and desired parts capacious, minds, praised most, while the
cranks, misfits and malcontents praised
to make sure it is a celebration of
least.” To everyone who receives this
gratefulness, enjoyment for participants
and fellowship for all. It is as ready as it can newsletter, we extend our most gracious
be and we will share some pictures in the gratitude for you and all these years of
sharing of your resources, your time and
next newsletter.
prayers for these “mommies and babies”
that we serve here at the Village.You are
one of God’s blessings to the Village.
ADVOCACY REPORT FOR JUNE:
Summer group studies have begun and the
ladies are studying First and Second
Thessalonians by Beth Moore; one of our
adults transitioned out to her own
apartment; received 20 calls for assistance,
8 of the residents now have employment
and are saving for the future; 2 are
attending college summer schools and 5 of
the residents completed one or more of
their life goals last month.
A group of volunteers from the Walmart
Privacy and Records Team spent a whole day
cleaning, pulling weeds and aiding us to
prepare the yards for the anniversary
celebration.

COMING SOON—new website and the
capability to make donations via paypal.
Look for it to go live in early July.
www.restorationvillage.net

ORIANNA MARQUEZ (advocate at
Children’s Advocacy Center of Benton
County) throws out the first pitch at
the NWA NATURALS vs. Tulsa Drillers
baseball game last month. As a part of
the evening the Village took some of
our adults and their children to see the
Naturals beat the Drillers 8-2 and
enjoy ball park hot dogs for an evening
meal. This was the first time for the
mothers and children to have attended
a professional baseball game.

Shaming, silencing, and judging have no
home in a community that loves and
advocates on behalf of abuse victims.
Unfortunately, there are still many
within the walls of the church that
don’t see it that way. That is where
we step in and speak up. We speak up
for these amazing survivors,
constantly encouraging them with our
words and actions to hold their heads
up high and walk away from shame
and silence. We speak up because it is
these unsung heroes who so often
teach us, inspire us and reflect Jesus.
WE speak up because Jesus speaks up
for all of us. We speak up because it
is our privilege.”

Thank you to the group from Merrill
BOZ TCHIVIDJIAN, FOUNDER OF
Lynch Brokerage who came out for a
GRACE AND AN ASSOCIATE
tour of the Village. Last month on behalf
PROFESSOR OF LAW AT LIBERTY
of the Bank of America community also
UNIVERSITY WRITES: “We serve
presented the Village with a grant.
survivors best when we are their
biggest advocates. Those who have
been abused should find their greatest
and vocal supporters inside the church.
Like Restoration Village on Facebook
Follow
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when religion speaks only in the name of
authority rather than the voice of
compassion.” Heschel emphasizes that,
“Our goal should be to live life in radical
amazement…get up in the morning and
look at the world in a way that takes
nothing for granted. Everything is
phenomenal…To be spiritual is to be
amazed.”

confess after all these years that I have
layers and layers like an onion to be peeled
of mixed motives and multitudes of
transgressions. I am getting older, and I’m a
gigantic warehouse of character flaws that
makes me more like the ancient nation of
Israel following Moses in circles around the
desert to purge myself from the past. I
read of a great man who in his later years
I asked a question that was going to cause a
of life wrote: “I do not understand what I
choice for a little girl, “Do you want Mimi
do. For what I want to do I do not do. But
to trade me in for a new one?” My life is a
what I hate I do…For I have the desire to
waver between goodness and badness and
do what is good, but I cannot carry it out.
I am self aware of same. I can only express
For I do not the good I want to do, but the
the prayer of “Lord have mercy on me a
evil I do not want to do – this I keep on
sinner.”
doing” (Romans 7: 14-15, 18-19). The
Apostle Paul as he matured was to “Our goal should be to The older I get the more I need
write that he “was the chief of
the radical grace of God. And I
live life in radical
sinners.”
amazement…get up in stand amazed at the glorious
the morning and look revelation of the beauty of life,
I am at the point of life where I am at the world in a way miracles, and weaknesses that
that takes nothing for cause me to rely on His strength.
aware that I am weak; broken in
granted.”
places, messed up in others, am
not cured, successful or some
It was a slow drowning in my
great holy man, and disappoint, just to
thoughts before she answered. I kept
name a few of those transgressions of
glancing in the mirror awaiting some
reoccurrence. But I have learned that
response. And then it came, a moment of
God’s power is made perfect in weakness
grace that assured me that all was well
and accept same so that the power of
when a small voice in the back seat said:
Christ may rest upon me (see II Corinthians
12:9-10). I know from all these years of
“No, I like you.”
experience that even as a “weak” man,
God’s blueprint is still being exalted in his
Mercy imposes no conditions and is infinite.
Son through me.
Somewhere in some book or essay I read
that forgiveness is perpetual, and
Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschal in his book
righteousness is not a prerequisite. Prodigal
God in Search of Man writes faith by most
people learn things like that through the
people is inwardly conflicted, dull,
mouths of children.
oppressive and insipid – “replaced by creed,
worship by discipline, love by habit; when
the crisis of today is ignored because of the
splendor of the past; when faith becomes
an heirloom rather than a living fountain;

